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ABSTRACT : in assembling printed circuit boards (PCB), the use of numerically or 
computer controlled electronic component placement machines has become quite 
popular in the last decades. However, serious operations research problems arise 
through their use such as, allocation of component types to machines, board 
production schedule, feeder confıguration and placement sequencing. in this study, 
the problem of allocation of component types to machines is taken up where two 
non-identical machines are deployed serially on a line to complete the assembly 
process of PCBs. For the solution of this problem three heuristic algorithms are 
suggested and their performances are investigated on experimental data. 
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ÖZET : Son yıllarda baskı devre kartlarının (BDK) dizgisinde nümerik veya 
bilgisayar kontrollü elektronik dizgi makinalarının kullanımı yaygın hale gelmiştir. 
Ancak, bu beraberinde komponent tiplerinin makinalara atanması, kart üretim 
çizelgelemesi, besleyici düzeni ve dizgi sırası gibi karmaşık yöneylem araştırması 
problemlerini getirmiştir. Bu çalışmada, birbirinden farklı iki makinanın aynı hatta 
olması durumu için komponentlerin makinalara atanması problemi ele alınmıştır. 
Bu problemin çözümü için üç ayrı sezgisel algoritma geliştirilmiş ve performansları 
örnek veriler üzerinde incelenmiştir. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: Sezgisel yöntemler, Baskılı devre kartı dizgisi, Hat dengeleme 

1. Introduction 
Numerically or computer controlled electronic component placement machines have 
been extensively used in assembling printed circuit boards (PCB) during the last 
decades. As compared to manual assembly of PCBs, automated placement machines 
have brought majör gains in productivity and effıciency through their fast, error free 
and reliable component placement operations. However, serious planning and 
scheduling problems such as, allocation of component types to machines, 
determination of board production sequence, allocation of component types to 
feeder cells (feeder confıguration) and determination of component placement 
sequence have arisen in their use. 

Ali of these problems are interdependent, i.e., the solution of any problem affects the 
solution of the others. Such interdependency is more evident between the fırst two 
and last two problems. Thus, ali four problems should be considered and solved 
simultaneously if an overall optimal solution is desired. However, since each of 
these problems is quite complex by itself, trying to build and solve a monolithic 
model is quite diffıcult and intractable. Hence, in this study, they are taken as 
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separate problems and iterative solution methods are suggested to cope for the 
interaction between them (Duman, 1998). 

in this study, the fırst one of the four majör problem classes, identifıed with regard 
to the automated assembly of PCBs, is taken up. Note that, component allocation 
problem can be classifıed as machine load balancing problem in the broad sense. 

The amount of research made on PCB assembly problems is quite extensive. 
However, most of these researches are related to the feeder confıguration and 
placement sequencing problems and the component allocation problem has received 
less attention. Furthermore, the researches made on component allocation problem 
mostly assumed that the machines deployed serially on a line are identical. Below 
some of the works that are mainly related to the component allocation problem are 
brieflysurveyed. 

A general overview of PCB assembly problems is given by McGinnis et. al. (1992), 
and a more recent one is due to Ji and Wan (2001). Francis and Horak (1994) 
considered the problem of choosing the numbers of reels of each type of 
components to be used in populating a printed circuit board, by a surface mount 
technology (SMT) machine. The objective is to maximize the length of an 
uninterrupted machine production run, while using no more slots for reels than are 
available. Carmon et al. (1989) aimed at minimizing the total setup time in changing 
the feeder confıguration and propose a different production method, called the group 
set-up (GSU) method (grouping similar boards), which can signifıcantly reduce set
up times. Askin et al. (1994) addressed the problem of minimizing the makespan for 
assembhng a batch of boards with a secondary objective of reducing the mean flow 
time. Ben-Arieh and Dror (1990) studied the problem of assigning component types 
to insertion machines with the aim of balancing the workload assigned. 

As the sequence of boards to be produced on a single machine and the allocation of 
different component reels to feeder carriage are considered together, one might 
adapt an iterative approach. Sadiq et. al. (1993) proposed such an iterative approach 
with the aim of minimizing the total production time for a group of PCB assembly 
jobs on a single machine. Ahmadi et. al. (1988) considered a placement machine, 
which features two fıxtures for the delivery of components to the placement heads. 
They investigated the case where ali components are accessible and the pick 
sequence is static. Crama et. al. (1990) proposed a heuristic hierarchical approach to 
the problem of optimizing the throughput rate of a line of several component 
placement machines with three placement heads, ali devoted to the assembly of a 
single type of PCB. Given a line of placement machines and a family of boards, 
Klomp etal. (2000) developed a heuristic algorithm which focused on the feeder 
rack assignment problem. Hillier and Brandeau (2001) developed an effıcient 
algorithm to balance the workload among the semi-automatic placement machines 
and the manual assembly stations which is called the Cost Minimizing Workload 
Balancing Heuristic. Duman (1998) considered the distribution of workload to two 
placement machines deployed serially on a line. He developed and compared 28 
construction algorithms and the best performing algorithms are further improved by 
pair-wiseexchanges. 

in the next section, the description of the problem environment and the problem 
formulation are given. The solution algorithms suggested are explained in section 
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three. The experimentation runs and the results obtained are discussed in section 
four. Finally, in section fıve, a short summary and the majör conclusions arrived in 
thisstudyareprovided. 

2. Problem Definition 
The setting of the load balancing (component allocation) problem arising in 
automated PCB assembly shops shows large variability. The main reasons of this 
variability are due to the variances in machine architecture (type), the differences in 
the characteristics of the production processes and various engineering preferences. 
One may say without loss of generality that, the number of different load balancing 
problem formulations can be as large as the number of PCB assembly facilities. The 
imphcations of different machine types, production characteristics and engineering 
preferences on the load balancing problem are discussed in detail in Duman (1998). 

2.1. DescriptionoftheCase 
The machine type considered is one with component pickup device (leading to a 
trivial feeder confıguration problem), stationary placement head and moving carrier 
board, which is the technology that is used by most placement machine 
manufacturers today (in fact, the discussions made here are valid also for many other 
machine types). The basic operations of such kind of a machine are described below. 

ConveyorBelt 

PCI i 

Machine 1 Machine 2 Carrier Board 

Figüre 1. Two placement machines on a line. 

Circular shaped rotating component pickup device takes the role of sequencer 
machine. The pickup device, which has 60-120 heads, picks up the components to 
its heads in the placement order, from the component tapes, which are placed along 
the perimeter of the device and performs each placement just after the desired 
precise placement location is aligned beneath the head currently över the carrier 
board. The placement sequencing problem turns out to be a Chebyshev TSP 
(Duman, 1998; Duman and Or, 2004) and the layout of the component tapes can be 
formulated as a simple allocation problem (Duman, 1998). 

The boards are populated by two machines sequentially. There is a conveyor belt 
between the machines, which carries the partially completed boards from machine 1 
to machine 2 (see figüre 1). For this assembly environment case, the following 
assumptions are undertaken regarding the load balancing problem: 
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Al. Machines are not identical: they may have different speeds and different number 
of feeder slots. 
A2. Component types are identical with respect to their slot requirements in the 
feeder area and ali are handled with the same nozzle. 
A3. Assembly of a new board type cannot start unless both machines are cleared by 
the currently assembled board type. 
A4. There is no sequence dependent setup time, when switching between different 
board types. 
A5. The total number of component types is equal to the total number of feeder 
locations on two machines. 
A6. Total number of component types to be populated on any PCB type is larger 
than the feeder capacity of either machine, so that each board type requires both 
machines to be fully assembled. 
A7. The demand for PCB types are known and fıxed for the planning period under 
consideration. 
A8. The placement of each component takes time directly proportional to the speed 
of the machine making the placement. 
A9. The production environment is high-mix, low-volume. 
A10. The setup times incurred in changing a component type in the feeder are very 
high. 
Ali . Buffer of partially completed boards is not desired due to the engineering 
preferences. 

The justifîcations and/or the limitations of these assumptions are investigated in 
detail in Duman (1998). Thus, the reader may refer to that study for a discussion on 
thisissue. 

2.2. Problem Formulation 
When the setup time to change a component in the feeder is very high, then it is not 
desirable to make any changes in the feeder confıguration during the whole planning 
horizon (a strong assumption 10). in this case, the objective becomes to distribute 
the component types to the two machines so that, the workload among the machines 
has a good balance regarding each particular board type. 

The notation given below will be used in the formulation of the problem: 

i : component type index (i=l,..,n) 
j : board type indexG=l,..,m) 
a, : number of boards of type j to be produced 
Pif : number of components of type i to be placed on board type j 
F; : feeder capacity of machine i (i=l, 2) 
s; :speedofmachinei(i=l,2) 
X, : {1 if component type i is assigned to machine 1, 0 othenvise} 
Nj : total number of components to be placed on board type j (= £ a} Py. ) 

t 

Now, the problem can be formulated similar to Ben-Arieh and Dror (1990) and 
Duman (1998) as follows: 
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in the above formulation, the objective function (1) shows the sum of the machine 
workload imbalances resulting from the assembly of each particular board type. 
Constraint (2) says that the workload assigned to machine 1 is greater than or equal 
to the workload assigned to machine 2. This is to ensure that less work-in-process 
inventory is accumulated between the machines. On the other hand, constraints (3) 
and (4) are just the feeder capacity constraints. 

This problem is shown to be NP-Complete in Duman (1998). Thus, one needs to 
look for good performing heuristic algorithms to cope with this problem. The 
heuristic algorithms suggested in this study are described in the next section. 

3. Solution Procedures Developed 
The algorithms considered in the investigation of the non-identical case problems 
are the best performing algorithms for the identical machines case (CUgr, BUgr) 
(Duman, 1998), and the CUtd algorithm (which is specifıcally developed for non-
identical case). it was felt that, there is no need to test the others in Duman (1998), 
since structurally these are quite representative for ali. 

The detailed description of CUgr and BUgr algorithms are available in Duman 
(1998), however they are shortly reviewed below for convenience. 

The CUgr and BUgr algorithms have two mechanisms in their structure: component 
şort and component assignment. Component şort is the rule, which determines the 
order by which component types are assigned to the machines. On the other hand, 
component assignment is the rule of deciding to which machine a given component 
type is to be assigned. The component şort rules of CUgr and BUgr algorithms are 
component usage (CU) and board-component usage (BU) respectively and the 
component assignment rule is greedy optimization (gr) for both. The defmitions of 
these rules are given below: 

i 

i 
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m 

CU (component usage): CU; = £ a ^ . Under this rule, total number of 

placements of each component type över ali boards to be produced, are calculated 
and component types are sorted in non-increasing order of these values. 

BU(board-component usage): This is a two step component sorting rule; fırst, board 
types are ordered according to the number of components to be populated on them. 
Board types requiring more components (higher Nj) are more important and come 
earlier in the list. First board type in the list is picked up and the component types 
that exist on that board are ordered in non-increasing order of their usage on that 
board. Then, the second board type is picked and the component types that exist on 
that board but not yet included in the ordered list before, are added at the end of the 
list with the same logic. This procedure continues until the ordered list contains ali 
component types. 

GR (greedy optimization): This rule seeks a partial load balance at each step. Each 
time a new component type is picked up from the component şort list, the value of 
the objective function for the partial feeder confıgurations attained so far is 
calculated for both possible machine assignments, and the machine corresponding to 
a lower objective value (imbalance) is chosen for assignment. 

During the application of the assignment rule, in case of a tie, machine 1 is chosen 
for the assignment (this helps the satisfaction of constraint (2) given in the problem 
formulation). This rule is valid as long as there are empty feeder locations on both 
machines. If the feeder of one machine is fılled up, then the remaining component 
types are necessarily assigned to the other machine. 

For the CUtd another component assignment rule specifıcally developed for non-
identical machines case is used. This is the TD (top down) component assignment 
rule and is explained below (machine one is assumed to be faster and has more 
feeder slotsthan machine two): 

TD rule requires the introduction of the "fılling speed" concept. Analytically, fılling 
speeds of the machines (fs1; fs2, ete.) are equal to the quotient of the division of 
feeder sizes (F1; F2, ete.) by the highest common factor of them. For example, if 
F!=20 and F2=10, then the highest common factor = 10, and fSl = quotient (20/10) = 
2 and fs2 = quotient (10/10) = 1. For identical machines, both fılling speeds are equal 
to unity. Another new concept introduced is the so called dlpf (desired load per 
feeder). To calculate dlpf, the total number of component placements is expressed as 
a pair, where each term represents the number of components desired to be placed 
on each machine respeetively. These terms are calculated proportional to the speed 
of machines. Then the desired component placement number of a machine is divided 
by the feeder size and the dlpf for that machine is obtained. As an example, if F^20, 
F2=10, Sl (speed of machine 1) = 4, s2 (speed of machine 2) = 1 and the total number 
of component placements = 1500, then (1500*4/5, 1500*1/5) are the number of 
components desired to be placed on the two machines. Accordingly, 1200/20=60 
and 300/10=30 are the dlpft and dlpf2 values respeetively. Note that, in this example, 
fs!=2 and fs2=l. in the case of identical two machines, dlpft equals dlpf2. 
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After the fılling speeds and the dlpf s are calculated, the td şort rule proceeds as 
follows: Given a component şort list (CU is preferred), fSl component types from the 
top and fs2 component types from the bottom of the list are taken and assigned to 
machines 1 and 2 respectively. Then, fırst the fSl and then the fs2 component types 
already assigned to machines are considered and the imbalance resulting from these 
assignments is tried to be balanced by adding another fs, and fs2 component types to 
two machines gradually (one after the other). Prior to the addition of a new 
component type to either one of the machines, the desired partial load (DPL) for the 
slots already fılled up is calculated according to; 

DPL; — dlpf;* [(number of slots already filled); + 1] 

where the addition of 1 is to take into account the new slot to be fılled. If we define 
APL; (actual partial load for machine i) as the sum of the component usages for the 
component types already assigned to machine i, then the aim is to minimize the 
difference between the actual and desired partial loads (DPL;-APL;). To accomplish 
this task, a component type among the unassigned ones is chosen and assigned to 
machine i. After this, another set of fe, and fs2 component types is assigned to the 
machines and any resulting imbalance is minimized as explained above. This 
procedure continues until ali component types are assigned to a machine. 

The logic behind this algorithm is the dlpf concept. Although in the optimal solution 
the resulting load per feeder values may not be equal to the dlpf values used in this 
algorithm (60 and 30 for the above example), intuitively, a component allocation 
plan which attains the dlpf values should not be far from the optimum. The strength 
of this algorithm is the equal fılling rate of machines if their feeder sizes are not the 
same (i.e., at ali times, the machines are being fılled up with equal ratios, so there is 
liftle risk of being obliged to assign the last component types to an undesirable 
machine since the desirable one is already fılled up). 

The description of the CUtd algorithm given above implicitly assumes that the 
highest common factor of the feeder capacities of the machines is a large number (at 
least fıve). in other words, the ratio of the fılling speeds is assumed to be a round 
decimal number (e.g. 1.25, 1.50, 2.00). If this is not the case (e.g. feeder capacities 
are prime numbers), it may be required that the whole or a great portion of the feeder 
mechanisms be fılled up at the very fîrst iteration of the algorithm. This obviously is 
not a desired situation according to the philosophy of CUtd. in such cases, one may 
prefer to round off the ratio of fılling speeds to a round decimal number at the cost 
of being obliged to assign several last components to the undesired machine (like in 
the case of CUgr and BUgr algorithms). 

in the next section, test problems are generated and solved using these algorithms. 

4. Experimental Runs and Results Obtained 
Test problems are randomly generated with various number of component types 
(n=30, 60, 90, 120) and two different number of board types (m=10, 20) are 
generated and solved. The speed of machine 1 (Sl) is taken as four times the speed of 
machine 2 (s2), while feeder capacity of machine 1 (F,) is taken as twice the feeder 
capacity of machine 2 (F2). The results for m=10 and m=20 are displayed in tables 1 
and 2 respectively. 
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in these tables, the following convention is used to represent the randomly generated 
test problems: 

PnmAİ 

where; 
P : denotes the word "problem" and has no other special meaning 
n : number of component types (the problem size) 
m : number of board types 
A : stands for the homogeneous structure of the placement matrix (explained below) 
i : the problem index (e.g. 1,2,..) if there is more than one problem with the same 

parameters 

Another parameter not shown in the above representation is the number of boards to 
be produced of each particular board type. These are generated from a uniform 
distributionbetweenlandlO. 

For each (n,m) combination the number of problems generated is six. Since it is 
diffıcult to judge the performances of the algorithms just by looking at the objective 
function values, the percent deviations of the algorithms from the best solution are 
calculated and are also tabulated in tables 1 and 2. As an example, if for a particular 
problem, a result of 97 is obtained by algorithm X and the best result among ali 
algorithms is 78, then the percent deviation of algorithm X from the best solution is 
calculated as (97-78)/78 = 0.24. Average deviation values (Aver. ali) for ali 
problems are listed at the bottom of these tables. 

The placement matrix (P) of test problems has a homogeneous structure. To 
determine the value of each particular PlJ element, a uniform random number 
between 1 and 100 is generated and a value is assigned to Plj according to the 
followingrule: 

Range m Assumed Percentage 
1-40 0 40 
41-55 1 15 
56-70 2 15 
71-78 3 8 
79-85 4 7 
86-91 5 6 
92-96 6 5 
97-100 7 4 

The idea here is to reflect a common real life problem characteristic, where it is 
usual that most component types are placed on boards in small quantities (1 or 2), 
while few are placed in larger numbers. 

Table 1. Algorithm results for 10 board types 
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it can be seen in tables 1 and 2 that, the CUtd algorithm performs the best Out of 
the 24 problems, CUtd found the best result 17 and 22 times for m=10 and m=20 
cases respectively. The second best performing algorithm is CUgr, which was the 
best performing one in the identical machines case (Duman, 1998). The superiority 
of CUtd över the others becomes more evident as the problem gets more 
complicated(highernandm). 

The superiority of the CUtd algorithm against the CUgr and BUgr algorithms may 
be due to two reasons: First, it fılls the feeders proportional to their capacities and 
secondly, it tries to allocate the component types with smaller usage numbers to the 
slower machine. On the other hand, the defıciency of the CUgr and BUgr algorithms 
is that, they fiil up the feeders proportional to machine speeds, not to feeder 
capacities. 
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Table 2. Algorithm results for 20 board types 
Totalimbalancevah.es Deviationfrombestsolution 

in tables 1 and 2, one may notice that, as the number of component types (n) 
increases, the total imbalance value seems to increase. Regarding the best results 
obtained by the algorithms (the MIN column in tables 1 and 2), linear regression 
models are built using the SPSS statistical package and the sample coeffıcients of 
determination (r2) turn out to be 0.77 and 0.58 for m=10 and m=20 cases 
respectively. These values can be regarded as suffıcient to accept a linear 
relationship between the total imbalance value and the number of component types. 

To see the benefıts gained by using the algorithms, the generated problems are 
solved by assigning the component types to machines in a random fashion (the RAN 
column in tables 1 and 2). it is seen that, the use of the algorithms brings about a 60 
per cent reduction in the total imbalance value. 

http://Totalimbalancevah.es
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Regarding the performance of the CUtd algorithm (or, also of the other algorithms) 
it may be useful to look at the ratio of the imbalance values obtained to the total 
production time (TPT) to complete the assembly of ali boards. The total production 
timecanbecalculatedas; 

TPT = n*E[Pij]*m*E[aj]/5 (5) 

where, E[P;j] is the average number of placements of a component type on a board 
type (calculated to be 1.85 for the test problems generated) and Efe] is the average 
number of boards to be produced of a particular type and it is calculated to be 5.5 
which is the expected value of Uniform (1,10). The division by the constant factor 
"5" is assembly time of any of the machines under the assumption that the total 
workload is perfectly distributed (recall that in the test problems machine 1 is four 
times faster than machine 2 and when one out of fıve components is allocated to 
machine 2, the production time will be one fıfth of the total number of components). 
The ratios of the imbalance value obtained by CUtd algorithm to the total production 
time are tabulated in table 3 (the average of the imbalance values for the six 
problems having the same number of component types is taken into account). 

Table 3. Ratio of CUtd results to total production time (%) 

n 

30 

60 

90 

120 

average 

m=10 

CUtd 

128 

187 

248 

345 

TPT 

610 

1221 

1832 

2442 

ratio 

21.0 

15.3 

13.5 

14.1 

16.0 

m=20 

CUtd 

253 

456 

472 

620 

TPT 

1221 

2442 

3663 

4884 

ratio 

20.7 

18.7 

12.9 

12.7 

16.2 

The ratio values given in table 3 may somewhat be regarded as loose upper bounds 
and there may be stili room for improvement. in this sense, one may be unsatisfıed 
or unsure about the performance of the CUtd algorithm and may look for better 
performing algorithms. Although, this may be a proper future study area, the next 
step should be to solve the placement sequencing problem (which was omitted in 
this study) for the component allocation plan generated by the CUtd algorithm. Then 
the workload imbalances could be improved by exchanging some component types 
assigned to machines. in this approach, these two problems (component allocation 
and placement sequencing) should be solved iteratively (one after the other) until a 
satisfactoryresult is obtained. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
in this study, the problem of allocating component types to machines where two 
non-identical placement machines are deployed for the assembly of PCBs is 
considered. This study can be regarded as an extension of Duman (1998), where the 
focus was on two identical machines case. Two best performing algorithms of 
Duman (1998) are selected and applied to the non-identical case and a new 
algorithm CUtd is developed as a special solution of non-identical case. The 
performances of these algorithms are tested on randomly generated test data and the 
CUtd algorithm is found to be the best. 
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A possible future study could be to extend the ideas presented here for the existence 
of non-identical component types where each may require different number of slots 
in the feeder mechanism (relaxation of assumption two). Although it may rarely be 
faced in real PCB assembly shops, another possible future study area could be the 
consideration of more than two non-identical machines deployed on a line. Finally, a 
majör future study could be the handling of component allocation and placement 
sequencingproblemstogether. 
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